Business Intelligence Development Manager
Home-Based
This is an exceptional opportunity to join our vibrant, rapidly evolving company as Business Intelligence Development
Manager, developing a BI roadmap that supports strategic business targets through technical innovation and
simplifies, standardises, and optimises the group-wide BI landscape.
Redde Northgate was formed in early 2020 following a successful merger, bringing together a broad mix of marketleading operating companies to become the UK’s foremost integrated mobility solutions provider. High quality data
and commercial insight is at the heart of our and we continuously review how we deliver our services, the innovation
opportunity we provide and our overall approach to the demands of our growing, corporate business.
Joining us in the early stages of our exciting journey, you will hold a high-profile role and have overall responsibility
for the line-management and performance of a customer-focused technical team, ensuring they deliver quality BI
solutions that support the company’s operational and commercial objectives.
In short, this is an exciting opportunity to have a significant impact on how we work, how the business develops and
how successful we can be. Ours are busy, constantly evolving environments and with your insight and direction you
will be able to influence and shape our business growth and future success.
About you:
•

•
•
•
•

•

You are an experienced BI and Reporting professional with a strong understanding of the full life cycle of BI
development, gained in a BI\Data Warehouse development environment or major BI implementation
project;
You are an expert in Microsoft BI technologies (Particularly SQL Server Stack) and/or have a broader
experience of other Enterprise Grade BI platforms (e.g. SAP BI suite, Cognos);
You have experience in an agile development methodology such as Scrum or DSDM;
You have experience in warehouse design (e.g. Kimble) and ETL to help build scalable and accurate BI
platforms for business decision making and reporting;
You proactively build exceptional working relationships with internal and external stakeholders – you are
equally able to shape the decisions of business leaders through well-informed views or working with thirdparty vendors to maximise their engagement;
Preferably, you have previous of experience of line management or allocating work to others;

As Business Intelligence Development Manager, we offer you:
•
•
•

A rewarding salary, reflecting your experience and specialist knowledge.
Additional employee benefits (including employee assistance, life assurance, pension, discount schemes etc.)
An exciting opportunity to build new Group-wide ways of working with a broad range of like-minded peers
and BI Specialists, all aiming for the same goal.

Be part of our future
If you would love to join our team as BI Development Manager, we encourage you to find out more. Apply today by
emailing your CV to apply@northgate-careers.com.

